
SAVING BURNED CELLS ON LIVE TV 

Subliminal Mind Control technology used for Health, Earth and International Security 

Sochi, Russia - December 12, 2016    The FireBurnDoctor team offers to show how it is possible to “heal” burned cells using the same 
Subliminal Mind Control technology that they used to “heal” 1500 burn victims from a distance. The team of volunteers who are 
sponsored by the non-profit organization Catharsis are willing to show this unique laboratory experiment live on TV. What works on 
cells also works on humans. This experiment proves that it is unnecessary to still suffer from a burn because the FBD team can also 
teach others to use this technique.

The FireBurnDoctor (FBD) team of worldwide volunteers, personally trained by Dr Philip 
Savage, are focusing on the Global Burn Eradication Project. The team can “process” burn 
victims within the first 30 minutes. The whole service is free and works remotely. Over the 
last 5 years, the FBD helped more than 1500 burn victims from 58 countries of the world, all 
with the same results: pain gone in minutes, burn erased in hours. Filmmaker Jane Clements 
produced the award-winning film, RUSH, to document the FBD's extraordinary results. She 
is thrilled that her movie is being honored at the Sochi International Film Awards as the 
humanitarian documentary with the strongest message they have ever seen.

The science behind RUSH is Subliminal Distant Influentiality (SDI). SDI is not only used to help burn 
victims, it is also used for health, enhancement, morphogenic transformation, success in legal, business, 
and family crises and, most potently, against terrorism. The results are precise, efficient, laser-like and 
certain. “It is the most powerful technology in the world”, says Dr  Jane Dillon, president of Catharsis 
and director of the FireBurnDoctor team's projects. 
   
Catharsis is an eco-humanitarian non-profit corporation based in California since 1999 that focuses on 
individual, societal, international and environmental change. Catharsis specializes in Genomics, Cellular 
Anagenesis  and  Morphogenic  Composite-Ideogram Cybernetics  (MCC)  to optimize  health,  reverse 

aging, reduce crime, raise human consciousness and teach private clients and qualified student 
candidates the power of SDI.

“Everybody is a natural born healer. I am trying to bring them back to their primordial 
condition of healers,” says Dr Philip Savage, Ph.D., the founder of the science of Subliminal 
Influentiality. Dr Savage is renowned in the United States and Europe for resolving the 
most  life-threatening  health  crises  in  thousands  of  cases,  using  Subliminal  Influence 
technology. SDI is non-physical, non-therapeutic, non-pharmaceutical and painless. It has 
been tested and validated for more than 25 years  by medical  professionals,  universities, 
laboratories and most recently in global public experiments on burns and shingles.

The advanced mind control technology has unlimited possibilities for enhancement and security in all sorts of ways. For example, 
Catharsis' Earth-saving project IMAGO is dubbed The Most Amazing Cosmic Project in all Human History. Sociologist Jane Dillon says, 
"IMAGO is the ultimate step in Quantum Biocybernetic Evolution, the evolutionary leap to humanity’s higher consciousness that is 
long overdue.” The first prototype of IMAGO transmutational pyramids is ready to go. It can be constructed and secured in just 6 
months  using  an  even  more  advanced  application  of  mind  control  technology  that  requires  physical  materials  and  cybernetic 
substances for processing people to their fullest potential. After that, these transmutational athanors can be built all over the planet.

Six months are needed for the Way Out

The greatest value of the movie RUSH is the proof it provides the public; visible, scientific proof that SDI works. It informs citizens 
and governments of the unlimited possibilities for personal enhancement and international security. Dr Philip Savage says, “I cannot 
think of a person, or a group of persons working together toward a specific goal or toward some material outcome, who would not 
benefit from using my subliminal  influence technologies  to bring about a  complete change of  attitude (political,  commercial  or 
personal)  of  some  targeted  individual  or  individuals.  People  actively  exposed  to  my  subliminal 
procedure are driven to do, unconsciously, things they otherwise would not do, or vice versa, not do 
things they otherwise would do.”

Catharsis is prepared to organize press conferences anywhere in the world 
for  media  to  film on  live  TV the  results  of  processing  burning  cells  in 
scientific  and  medical  laboratories  using  the  Subliminal  Mind  Control 
technique, SDI. In RUSH, Dr Savage guarantees, “This is the most simple 
thing to be tested scientifically. Give me cells, we burn them. All the cells 
I'm taking care of don't die. All the cells I'm not taking care of, of course, 
die. And people [I train] will do exactly the same.” Proof for the public of 
the  very  existence  of  a  higher  power  through  irrefutable  scientific 
methodology, for the first time in human history.
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"It is the most 
powerful technology 
in the world."
Dr Jane Dillon, president of 
Catharsis

“I thank God every day 
that these are the 
abilities we have now.”
Actress Mary Badham, still haunted by 
her traumatic training in a hospital 
burn unit, exclaims in RUSH.
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